environment which is called Torcs, in which the baseline method Actor-Critic algorithm based on DDPG (Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient) [10] is used to compared to our method.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we proposed a deep reinforcement leaming(DRL) method called orthogonal policy gradient descent, which is prooved that the global optimization objective fimction can reach maxirrum value and is used in the application of autonomous driving.
Q(a,s) meet orthogonal(orthogonal policy gradient descent).
We propose a novel architecture with the combination of policy network JI(als) and Q-value network Q(a, s) and learning strategy(orthogonal policy gradient descent) that leads to optimize the global objective function. We use this proposed leaming algorithm for autonomous driving and test the feasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm in a 3D virtual """"'d Jr (~)""""' 8;r(als) Q(a, s) in the Theorem.I, so the goal is to
LJa
LJa 03 maximize the average-reward p which means we can let~I = oaccording to the principle of convex optimization. So the core ·d f'thi . ak d· 8,,"1') d I ea 0 IS paper IS to m e gra lent vector 8 8 an We prooved that the average-reward p meets~= 88
II.
RELATED WORK
The related work includes the deep reinforcement leaming, autonomous driving, and policy gradient optimization.
• [ 9] . The study of reinforcement learning is based on the scope of classical physics. The time of the world can be divided into time slices, and there is a complete sequence, which is the series of time states mentioned above, one of the important assumptions is that each time the parameter adjustment has a deterministic effect on the environment, ie the input is determined and the output is determined [6] [4] [12] .
The Bellman equation [2] illustrates the relationship between the value function of the current state and the value function of the next state. From a formula perspective, the value of the current state is related to the value of the next step and the current feedback, Reward [1] [2] [5] . It shows that the Value Function can be calculated by iteration, which is basis for intensive learning .
IV. THE THEOREM OF P OLICY G RAD IEN T
h h e po ICy gra lent --IS W at we wanna t e agent to ae learn because the agent can update the policy based on the new states and target s by which . But first of all establishing the relationship between the policy gradient aJr(als) and the globle ae value is needed . To address this issue the fo111owing theorem is proposed.
Theorem 1: In the IvIDP(Markov Decision Process) for average-reward formulati ons: 
The Action-value function Q(a, s) is defined to denote the cumulative reward of strategy rt starting from state s, after performing action a :
(1)
a Q-Learning is based on value iteration. There is virtually no way to traverse all states, and all the actions, but only a limited series of samples. Therefore , only limited samples can be used for operation. A way to update the Q value is proposed in QLearning:
We define pen) as the average reward formulation that is useful in the next, in which policies are ranked according to their long-term expected reward per step: Which can be sorted out and summing by s" as:
Using the stationary of s" and we can get: V.
THE MODEL AND THE EXPERIMENT

Algorithm 1
The trammg algonthm using orthogonal policy gradient with learning rate 11 Input: The init QTable(sCnl,a cn'); The init state scn!; 1: for t=l to T do do 2:
3:
4:
8m:+eil-l) 5: has been adopted as a base for many research projects. examples include automated computation of car setups, humanassisted algorithmic generation of tracks and the application of several computing techniques (e.g. genetic programming) to different aspects of robot driving.
The Baseline Model: The baseline model we use is The
Actor-Critic algorithm [5] . The Actor-Critic algorithm is essentially a hybrid method to combine the policy gradient method and the value function method together. The policy function is known as the actor, while the value function is referred to as the critic. Essentially, the actor produces the action a given the current state of the environment s, while the critic produces a signal to criticizes the actions made by the actor. We use the continuous Q-leaming(SARSA)
The Result: The result shows that our method can better converge more stably and quickly compared to the baseline model. Compared with the baseline model, our model enables the loss function to converge better to a lower value interval and the fluctuation of loss becomes smaller. The change in reward value shows that the reward value of our model tends to be more stable and maintains a higher value range than the baseline model. In summary, our model performs better in this task [ 
IX. APPENDIX
The bot controls the car in the game through a rather typical set of actuators, i.e., the steering wheel, the gas pedal, the brake pedal, and the gearbox. In addition, a meta-action is available to request a race restart to the server. The above table details the actions available and their representation. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we developed a simple and effective model for deep reinforcement learning based on orthogonal policy gradient descent(OPGD). We demonstrated that the model has the generalization capability based on new state and new target. As experiments established, the approach is powerful and did better than specifically fitted solutions such as the weaksupervised of half-supervised models like Actor-Critic algorithin [2] in the application of autonomous driving. IV 0 is used to learn the policy gradient, which can be pre-trained as a network and used in the agent learning tasks. However, doubtlessly much more work can be done on this front by more tasks. VII 
